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Breitling the Book 

by hervé genoud

Published by Breitling SA.
hard covers, 336 pages, profusely 

illustrated in b&w and colour. 
Price 200 Swiss Francs.

Available from www.breitling.com 

Already the subject of at least two books, Breitling 

represents something of an ideal brand for collectors. 

It has all of the elements that seduce enthusiasts who 

want to indulge in watches beyond the usual Rolex/

Patek Philippe axis, for timepieces that are certainly 

premium items, yet not priced beyond mere mortals. They’re 

mechanically appealing, because the company has always 

been a leader amongst chronograph manufacturers. They’re 

glamorous, thanks to their direct links to aviation, Hollywood 
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films and, more recently, Bentley motorcars. They’ve 

delivered their fair share of innovations. And they 

have maintained a masculine cool, no matter how 

often the company subconsciously removes the 

letters ‘r’, ‘e’, ‘i’ and ‘t’ from the name.

Breitling The Book does not replace nor obviate the 

need that those hardcore collectors will have for 

the current reference work on the subject: Benno 

Richter’s superb Breitling – The History of a Great 

Brand of Watches 1884 to the Present. The new title 

eschews the anorak elements of Richter’s detailed 

study, in which that author was able to include (and 

indulge in) material strictly of interest to hardcore 

enthusiasts: table after table of calibre numbers and 

model references, serial numbers, photos of lesser 

models, reproductions of parts sheets and other 

arcane details, which make normal people’s eyes 

glaze over. Richter has the luxury of preaching to 

the converted, so he’s able to spend less pagination  

on a text history and more on matters such as 

second-hand values. The new book has a different 

audience entirely.

In addition to being an official history celebrating 

the brand, timed for its 125th Anniversary, Breitling 

The Book has to succeed as a promotional vehicle 

for Breitling, beyond collector circles. Thus it must 

not only tell the story with the irrefutable authority 

of a company-sanctioned publication (while being 

just scholarly enough to satisfy the people who do 

own Richter’s book), it also has to recount the tale in 

an exciting and appealing manner. 

Purely as an object, Breitling The Book is utterly 

gorgeous, and I can see Wallpaper readers queuing up 

for copies just because it will look cool on a Meridiano 

coffee table. The cover resembles a Spinal Tap LP 

sleeve, all black but with a touch of silver, with the 
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pages edged in chromium. Somehow, they made the cover feel 

rubbery, like the material on camera bodies and remote controls. 

The covers’ edges are absolutely flush with the pages, creating a 

lean, Bauhaus effect. Measuring 300 x 245 x 35 mm, the book has 

sheer presence belying a cover that gives away nothing but the 

name. Even the cardboard box in which it arrives shows attention 

to detail above and beyond the call of (publishing) duty.

Opening the book and fanning the pages for the first time is a 

little adventure, because the nature of the paper and its silvery 

edges means that each sheet has to be separated from the next 

with a satisfying aural accompaniment as they part. Sorry if 

this sounds more like some pervy wine casualty describing the 

opening of a 1990 Pio Cesare Barolo, but I am an unashamed 

bibliophile, who stops just short of book sniffing for my literary 

kicks. Details like this are what separate cheapo paperbacks from 

luxuriously bound limited editions. In its physical respects, then, 

this volume is simply stunning.

But the real magic is inside. With a perfect mix of sexy 

presentation and commanding text, the production team 

has delivered a linear story of the birth and development of 

Breitling, punctuated by some of the most perfectly reproduced 

illustrations you’d hope to see. Period adverts, new photography 

of classic models, sublime detail shots such as page-filling views 

of a winding crown, historical photos of aviation triumphs, the 

odd celebrity shot or three (the one of racing deity Jim Clark with 

his Top Time is poster-worthy), wonderful colour reproductions 

of 1960s brochures – there are images to savour for every 

type of reader, from watch collectors to marketing/advertising 

historians to retailers to media students. It works on so many 

levels that it would be a shame if this volume doesn’t find its 

way to shops specialising in art books.

A volume such as this, however, must be judged on its prose 

content as well, because it is clearly not a mere photo study, and 

Breitling The Book offers more than an ample education. Genoud 

sets the tone and creates the right atmosphere at the opening, 

in the manner of Longines’ massive volume about St. Imier or 

the recent Vulcain history, establishing how brave it was for 

Leon Breitling to open a workshop focussing on chronographs, 

timers and stopwatches at a point where such instruments 

were uncommon. Breitling’s chosen area in which to specialise 

was prescient, his timing perfect (if you’ll forgive anything 

approaching a pun), for his company would be a well-established, 

highly-experienced manufacturer of chronographs when both 

the motorcar and the aeroplane would increase exponentially 

the demand for such devices.
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Although an établisseur rather than a manufacture – it would 

achieve the latter status this year with the in-house calibre B01 

– Breitling still managed to innovate with a series of clever ‘firsts’ 

that one would assume were the sole province of vertically – 

and horizontally-integrated firms producing their own ebauches. 

One of the earliest examples was Breitling patenting in 1905 

a ‘timer/tachometer for sports’, which differed from existing 

tachometers in the manner that it simplified the way events 

were timed. Genoud allows himself a little levity by pointing out 

that it may also have been responsible for enabling the police 

to issue the first-ever speeding ticket. After a century-plus as a 

leader amongst chronograph manufacturers, with the Navitimer’s 

slide rule being about as iconic a function as any brand could 

hope to possess, the aforementioned BR01 brings everything up 

to date, bookending the tale, with the movement’s development 

forming the closing chapter.

In-between are Formula One drivers, Bond movies, world wars 

(including a taste of resistance to the Nazis, when Breitling was 

making bombing timers for the RAF), Raquel Welch, early diving 

watches, the full Navitimer and Emergency sagas, a greater 

number of aviation stories than any other brand can muster, the 

Bentley link-up and much more. And who can fail to chuckle at 

the irony of a Breitling enjoying the status of being probably the 

first chronograph in space, on the wrist of an American astronaut, 

yet it was a model called the Cosmonaute? Augmenting the text 

are those glorious images, such as head-on shots of milestone 

watches that blow up the dial to the size of a Compact Disc, and 

historical photos, which beg that this book is exposed to the sort 

of audience that pores over Aviation News and Pilot.

Of late, we’ve been treated to a flood of authorised histories, 

ranging from execrable hack work to definitive studies that leave 

one dazzled. Breitling The Book is clearly numbered amongst  

the latter.  8

Breitling’s first  
in-house calibre B01

Navitimer 
Cosmonaute
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